Why its NOT a Sunnah
Done by the Prophet but its not his Sunnat
What do the Ahle Hadith say (In Green) compared to what we have to say.
This topic is based on the Topi/Hat.
We often hear people saying, that which Nabi (S.A.W) had done is called,
Sunnat. To practice on it will earn us rewards, even if he only did it a few
times.
This is an incorrect definition of Sunnat. That which Nabi (S.A.W) had done
once or twice, or that which Nabi (S.A.W) had discontinued, will not be termed
as Sunnat.
Then what is a Sunnat?
That which Nabi (S.A.W) had perpetually done is called Sunnat, while that
which
he had stopped doing, or had at some point done but never again done, will
not be
Sunnat.
We consider even that which Nabi (S.A.W) had done once to be Sunnat.
Then you probably consider it to be Sunnat to stand and pass urine, because
it is
mentioned in the Hadith that Nabi (S.A.W) stood and passed urine on one
occasion.
(Bukhari pg 35, 36, 336 vol. 1) And, nowhere in Bukhari Shareef is there any
Hadith regarding sitting and passing urine. Not a single place. To make things
even better, there is no Hadith regarding sitting and passing urine in Muslim
shareef either, but the Hadith of standing and urinating is found there even!
(Muslim pg.133 vol.1).
Nabi (S.A.W) had also lifted up a little girl whilst performing salah, (Bukhari pg
74
vol.1 Muslim pg 205 vol.1 ) He had also exposed his shoulder in salah (AbuDawud), do you then consider all these to be Sunnat? How many times have
you practiced on these Sunnan?
These actions are not Sunnat.
But these acts were carried out by Nabi (S.A.W), but they are not Sunnat.
This is what we are saying; every act of Nabi (S.A.W) is not a Sunnat, eg. He
had gargled his mouth while making wudhu, which we consider Sunnat, after
wudhu he had kissed his wife; we do not consider this as Sunnat. Both are the
actions of Nabi (S.A.W); one is a Sunnat, while the other is not. Similarly, to
read the thanaa is Sunnat, but to lift a little girl (in salah) is not Sunnat,

whereas he had done both these acts. Every one accepts this, and if both
these are Sunnat, according to the first explanation (of Sunnat) earlier, then
all those Ghair MuqalliDeen coming into the masjid not carrying a little girl, are
guilty of discarding the Sunnat, and in your words, are being deprived of great
rewards. You should kindly turn their attention towards this great reward.
I am able to show you a Hadith wherein Nabi (S.A.W) had worn one cloth and
read salah, whilst he placed another on the ground.
The words, one cloth are undoubtedly mentioned, but this doesn’t prove
reading bare headed.
When one cloth is mentioned, bare headed is already proven by the way. How
can the whole body be covered in one cloth?
To prove reading bare headed from this Hadith is now forcing the issue.
Show me the words, bare headed. Wearing one cloth doesn’t mean the head
is bare headed. A person can comfortably cover his entire body including the
head in one big cloth.
Reading namaaz in one cloth has been proven, you have even accepted it.
When there are no other clothes available, it is permissible to wear only one
piece of cloth, this was done by Nabi (S.A.W) to show permissibility.
Look I have proven that reading Namaaz in one cloth is Sunnat.
Previously it was shown and accepted that something done once or twice is
not a Sunnat, a Sunnat perpetual, not temporary. If namaaz, read in one cloth,
is Sunnat, then this Sunnat is being butchered in your Masaajid. Today you
should make the announcement, ‘all those reading namaaz wearing six pairs
of clothes
are innovators, because Nabi (S.A.W) had worn just one cloth.
[color=green]When did we ever wear six pairs of clothes?
You should count trousers, shirt, vest, hat, jacket, socks. You should bring
alive a dead Sunnat by asking all those reading namaaz in these clothes, that
everyone should remove all their clothes, some leaving just the sock, some
the hat, some the shirt, so that all could practice on the words ‘one cloth’, and
firstly, you and your entire family should practice on this. This rare philosophy
of taking one cloth to imply bare headed doesn’t make sense to me.
Tomorrow someone will say this implies only to the cloth worn around the
waist, are you going to reject this? He will present the same Hadith to you. He
may just take it to mean the turban only, what answer are you going to give
him?
There is a narration in Abu-Dawud that a person by the name of Shuraik
placed his topi in front of him and read his namaaz
Hold on! Ahle Hadith only take proofs from the Quraan and Sunnat (Hadith),
now this Shuraik person, is he some prophet? Never. Is he a Sahabi? Never,
He is

a tab’i or tab’e tab’i, and check up the chapter Abu-Dawud has formulated.
Abu-Dawud says that he had nothing to place as a shield in front of him, so he
placed his topi as a shield. Therefore, you can neither prove Nabi (S.A.W) or
any Sahabi to have read namaaz without a topi. What sort of an Ahle Hadith
are you, that when it comes to accepting something, you would reject even an
authentic, marfoo’ Hadith, because its against your ruling, and when it is
conforming to your ruling, you would go around with the word of a tab’i or
even tab’e tab’i forcing (people) into acceptance. Nabi (S.A.W) was not
prepared to reply to the greeting of a person who was bare headed (Mishkat).
When he would make masah, he would lift the turban slightly with one hand
and make masah with one hand. He did not like to be bare headed for even
that amount of time, where he could remove his turban placing it on the side
and make masah, and here the ummati (his follower) reads namaaz all the
time bare headed. Majority roam in the market place bare headed and
thereafter call themselves Ahle Hadith. Everyone besides them are murtads
(renegades) and open sinners. How then would Nabi (S.A.W) like such a
person?
The namaaz of a person, who intentionally reads namaaz without a topi, is it
not done? Or is there something wrong with this?
Definitely there is something wrong with it, because you would be imitating the
Christians. You may have seen the Christians praying, all of them pray bare
headed. When there is no clear proof in any authentic Hadith to read namaaz
bare headed, then too there is still something definitely wrong with this. This
can be found in Fatawa Ulama-e-Hadith (Ahle Hadith Book) , where it said to
be makrooh.
If a person reads namaaz bare headed due to being compelled to do so, for
example he does not have sufficient clothing, or he has some illness, then his
namaaz will be done, and if he is reading bare-headed due to laziness, then
he would imitating the Jews. It is mentioned of the Jews in the Quraan, ‘when
they stand for salah, they stand lazily’.
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